Colorado Committee on Trauma
Resident Paper Competition
Friday August 23rd 2019 11:30 am
Antlers Hotel – Colorado Springs, CO

Eligibility
General Surgery Residents, subspecialty surgery residents, and Trauma/Critical Care Fellows are eligible and winners will advance to regional competition. Primary author on the abstract must be the presenting resident / fellow.

Research
Original research in trauma, emergency general surgery, critical care or injury prevention that has not been previously published.

TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR PRESENTATION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL, ABSTRACTS SUBMITTED MAY HAVE BEEN PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED BUT NOT PUBLISHED AS FULL PAPERS IN ANY PEER-REVIEWED JOURNAL BEFORE MARCH 10th, 2019.

Abstracts should be submitted in one of two categories: Basic Laboratory Research or Clinical Research/Investigation

Abstract Submission
Details regarding abstract rules are outlined on page 4 of this announcement. The Title Page must be included with each submission. Please submit as a word file via email to State COT chair Lisa Ferrigno, MD Lisa.ferrigno@ucdenver.edu

Abstract Deadline: August 1st 11:59pm
6/5/19
Colorado Committee on Trauma
Student Poster Competition
Friday August 23rd 2019 5:00 pm
Antlers Hotel – Colorado Springs, CO

Eligibility
Students and Medical Students are eligible for state poster competition but cannot advance to regional competition. Primary author on the abstract must be the presenting student.

Research
Original research in trauma, emergency general surgery, critical care or injury prevention.
Abstracts should be submitted in one of two categories: Basic Laboratory Research or Clinical Research/Investigation

Abstract Submission
Details regarding abstract rules are outlined on page 4 of this announcement. The Title Page must be included with each submission. Please submit as a word file via email to State COT chair Lisa Ferrigno, M.D.:

lisa.ferrigno@ucdenver.edu

Abstract Deadline: August 1st 11:59pm
Winners:
Winning resident abstracts from each category (Basic Science/Clinical Investigation) will be submitted to the regional competition for the opportunity to present at the National COT meeting in March 2019.

Registration
Registration fees for the conference paid for by the Colorado Committee on Trauma for all presenters (student and resident). Melissa Held Melissa.held@uchealth.org will assist you with registration to be certain your fees are covered. Please specify if you will be attending one or both days.

Tentative Agenda: Note that times are tentative
Friday August 23, 2019

12:00 PM          Student Poster Session setup
11:10 – 12:40     Resident Podium Presentations
5:00 – 7:00 PM    Student Poster Judging Begins
??              Reception/Awards
ACS COT Trauma Paper Competition Title Page

Principal Author’s Information

Names and Degrees:

Abstract Title:

Institution:

Preferred Mailing Address

Preferred Phone Number:

Email Address:

Additional Authors:

________________________________________________________________________

Category:

___ Resident Paper competition OR ___ Student poster competition

___ Basic Science OR ___ Clinical Science

Please check the appropriate box(es) after reading each statement:

___ It is understood that the primary author is a surgery resident, surgical sub-specialty resident or trauma fellow (for podium presentations)

___ It is understand that although the abstract can be presented elsewhere, it is not eligible for the regional or national competition if published prior to March 20, 2019

OR

___ I am a student and understand will not be eligible for the regional or national competition

________________________________________________________________________

Abstract Specifications

Abstracts cannot be more than three pages. (Title Page above is not included in this count).

Page 1-3 must contain a header with Abstract Title and Principle Author only. State winner abstracts will be sent to the regional paper competition in early December – abstracts may be amended prior to this deadline. Abstract submission details will be provided to winners prior to this deadline.

Abstracts must be submitted as a Word document. Single spacing is permitted. Charts and graphs may be embedded in the document as .jpeg files.